DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, KNOWLEDGE PARK V
ENGLISH ACTIVITIES FOR ENGLISH WEEK
DATED- 5/10/20- 10/10/20
Classes II-VIII
S.NO

CLASS
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Class II
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Class III

ACTIVITY
1. Weave a Story
A Story prompt will be given and the children will weave a meaningful story adding a
statement each.
2. Shape Poem
A shape poem is a poem that is shaped like the thing it describes. The shape adds to the
meaning of the poem. To write a shape poem, it helps to start by writing down all the words
that come to mind about the chosen topic. These words can then be used in the poem.
Eg: If the poem is on a tree then they should write in a manner that it resembles a tree
Character Enactment
The children will dress up as their favourite character from a book they have read and enact
/ describe the character.
Wear your Thinking Hats and Express
(Children to choose any one scenario and talk about it. Time limit 1-2 minutes)
1. If humans walked sideways like crabs. What funny problems would they face?
2. If you and your friend kept digging a hole for one year. Where would it end and what
would it look like?
3. If a lion could talk, what would it say about him being moved from a forest into a nearby
zoo?
Mad Ads
The children would choose an object of their choice and present an advertisement on it. The
children can prepare a jingle on the same too. The ad should not be more than two minutes
long.
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Class IV
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Class V
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Class VI

Poetry Recitation Competition
Children will prepare and recite any poem from their textbook along with an introduction.

Class
VII

English Debate
Topic - Artificial Intelligence is a threat to humanity.
Time limit - 1.5 minute.
Students with even roll number will speak for and those with odd roll numbers will speak
against the topic.

Class
VIII

English Debate
Topic -Schools should reopen during pandemic /Covid 19. Time limit - 1.5 minute.
Students with even roll number will speak for and those with odd roll numbers will speak
against the topic.
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